
Curriculum Connection: The strategy described here can be used with any topic. It can be differentiated for use
with any grade. It is also very useful for use with any students acquiring English literacy skills.

Introduction
“Jumbled sentences” is a technique that first emerged in the late 1990s (Osborne, 1997). The advantage of the technique
is that it stimulates students’ scientific thinking while also supporting their development of literacy skills. For many years
I have introduced teacher candidates to the technique and have encouraged them to develop their own examples. More
recently, I realized it could be adapted to support an inquiry-based approach to learning.Although the basic idea has been
around for some time, this article will revisit the principle of jumbled sentences for those unfamiliar with the technique. 

Teacher Preparation
Begin preparing an exercise by writing out a number of sentences relating to the topic being studied. Your aim is to end
up with a set of sentences of equal length. You will need to play around with the wording and phraseology to achieve this.
Aim to produce four to eight sentences. The content of the sentences is then jumbled up, while keeping the sequence 
of each intact by presenting them in columns. Any duplicated words are removed from each column. Therefore, words 
in a column may be used more than once over multiple reconstructions, but only once per individual reconstructed
sentence. Figure 1 shows an example generated for students studying a Grade 9 unit.

Student Engagement
Students are provided with the table of jumbled sentences and challenged to pick a word or phrase from each column 
to create a meaningful sentence that is also grammatically correct, for instance from Figure 1 they could have 
“Barium, calcium and magnesium are alkaline earth metals.” Their challenge is then to create as many such sentences
as possible. You may choose to have students working independently on the task, in pairs, small groups or even as 
a whole class. The table can be presented as a traditional worksheet, a board game or electronically, for instance 
using Smartboard™ technology. 
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Jumbled sentence exercises provide students with a useful chance to review their understanding and for some it is also
an opportunity to practice their literacy skills. Students may generate sentences whose scientific validity the class
ques-tions, but this can present a teaching moment and can lead to interesting discussions about how to validate them.
The exercises also provide a useful opportunity to discuss the difference between a sentence that is merely
grammatically correct and one that is also factually accurate.

Promoting Inquiry
An alternative to asking students to generate sentences is to ask them to generate questions from a jumble. Their
generated questions can provide ideal starting points for an inquiry-based approach to a topic. Figure 2 gives an
example of a set of jumbled questions for two Grade 10 topics.

Figure 2
Jumbled questions exercise for Grade 10: Climate Change. For example, students may reconstruct, “Can tree planting
change the impact of climate change?”
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Figure 1
Jumbled sentence exercise for Grade 9: Atoms, Elements, and Compounds
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Jumbled questions exercise for Grade 10: Tissues, Organs, and Systems. For example, students may reconstruct, 
“How safe are cell phones for pregnant women?”
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Using jumbled questions motivates students to think carefully about the topic and consider the different questions that
they may ask about it. With a whole class working on the task you are likely to generate a lot of discussion, which is just
what you need when taking an inquiry-based approach. By generating their own questions, students may be more likely
to feel they have ownership of them and be more motivated to plan a line of inquiry. 

Differentiation
Jumbled sentences and jumbled questions can be differentiated for students at various levels of literacy development 
by varying the length of sentences, number of choices in each column and the vocabulary included.

As with many of the exercises we can use in the classroom, a reverse technique is to turn the tables on your students
and ask them to produce a jumbled sentences/questions task for you to do! 
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